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1. Introduction

In general terms, the paper deals with issues of network reliability 
assessment, which due to the specificity of such networks cannot be 
done with traditional methods used in the theory of reliability. In the 
paper various types of systems are characterised, a methodology of 
reliability calculations procedure for network systems is presented. 
Moreover, using a case of urban transport the usefulness of the fac-
torisation method applied is proved.

The activities of municipal transport companies are closely con-
nected with the management of fixed assets whose components in-
clude transportation means and infrastructure, i.e. transport routes and 
networks. An important element of transportation means use is consti-
tuted by the maintenance-repair management, which is an indispensa-
ble condition for ensuring the continuity of operation and utilisation 
of the assets potential [2, 6, 27].

This management covers all the undertakings aimed at continuing 
the serviceability of transport networks. These undertakings involve 
the necessity of temporary closure of some lines and negatively affect 
the effects of company’s operation. The aim of companies is to design 
the structure of connections in such a way that in the case of emergen-

cy or pre-planned repair of traction lines the transport system should 
guarantee users reaching their destination point, (cf. [10, 14, 31]).

Meeting the increasing demands in this area makes it necessary to 
look for methods of modelling and evaluating transportation systems 
taking into account emergencies and economic criteria. To achieve 
this aim the probability calculus is used (cf. [11, 27, 28, 33]). For 
instance, the probabilistic index of trips irregularity defined as the dif-
ference (in minutes) between the real and scheduled time in the condi-
tions of ensuring stable and regular traffic is analysed. This index is 
affected by the transport network shape. Its favourable configuration 
is significant for accomplishing the transportation task, (cf. [9, 18]). 

To solve this task the factoring algorithm proposed in the paper 
can be applied [15, 24]. It enables determining the reliability for com-
plex network systems used in municipal transport systems and is an 
alternative to simulation methods applied in such cases, which, how-
ever, are less precise [17, 19, 20].
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tion and maintenance history so far. When the quality of the available 
data is not sufficient, equivalent data sources on the operation process 
can be used, for instance accounting records, records of utilisation of 
spare parts and materials, etc (cf. [30]). 

Fig. 1. Procedure of the method of network system reliability assessment and 
modernisation

The activities and questions shown in the scheme by means of 
blocks with corresponding numbers (steps 1 to 22) are given in the 
figure. The presented block diagram describes the procedure in rela-
tion to which the reliability analysis of the tram network characterised 
in Chapter 4 was carried out. The descriptions in the individual blocks 
shown in figure 1 are general in nature which is a consequence of the 
universality of the developed method that can be used during vari-
ous analyses and design works concerning the reliability of network 
systems.

In the method proposed it is assumed that network will be mod-
ernised by introducing changes in its reliability structure until its es-
timated reliability RP(t) becomes not less than required RW(t) – this is 
done in the iteration loop covering steps from 10 to 14. This method 
of reliability formation (for technical objects of a different class) was 
presented in [7, 8], (cf. [29]). 

4. An example of performing a reliability analysis of a 
transport network in urban public transport 

The requirements for urban transport services quality are highly 
dependent on the organisation system, technical means of transport 
and structure of transport connections network together with the pos-
sibility of using it. The quality and reliability of urban public transport 
are determined by the criteria of high significance for both the user 

2. Characteristics of network systems

Network systems include power supply, IT, water supply, trans-
portation that ensure the operational continuity of a company and 
product distribution as well as other systems of similar type. 

All the above belong to technical infrastructure which cov-
ers facilities, transmission networks and related technical objects 
performing tasks of supply of heat, gas and water, wastewater and 
waste disposal, transportation, etc. Infrastructure denotes essential 
facilities and service institutions indispensable for the operation of 
economy and society. Linear infrastructure in a network system is 
characterised by the linear connection between the technical means 
(components) that perform certain functions.

To evaluate network systems block diagram based methods 
can be used. These can be applied for reliability module structures 
and extensive transportation systems in urban agglomerations that 
operate on a large area and are composed of numerous nodes that 
contain mapped internal subsystems [12]. 

Network structures are frequently modelled using graphs com-
posed of nodes and sections connecting the nodes. The reliability 
of structures mapped as graphs can be effectively calculated using 
factorisation methods [17, 19, 23]. The reliability structures in mu-
nicipal transport systems can be subject to continuous evolution. 
This may be because the area covered by the operation may change, 
or the demand for transportation services may change. The correct 
identification of real-life structures of technical systems together 
with the method of calculating reliability indices are of key signifi-
cance for the proper reliability analysis and assessment of threat to 
the effective operation of a municipal transport system. 

What makes the assessment of network system reliability dif-
ficult is the fact that they do not have reliability structure generally 
considered classic, there may occur interdependencies of failures 
between parts of the system, and the application of typical reliabil-
ity indices and characteristics is limited. This is why the reliability 
assessment of this type of structures can be done using the factori-
sation algorithm making use of the graph theory and the method 
of network reduction [4, 23, 24]. The shaping and optimisation of 
the structure of connections of a network type system as early as the 
design stage is an important aspect of ensuring its operational reliabil-
ity [5, 13, 26]. The credibility of network reliability assessment can 
be improved by taking into account the failures and recoveries in the 
operational process of all the elements of the network [25].

3. Methodology of network systems reliability testing 

The assessment of network systems reliability requires the use of 
mathematical models and methods involved in their application. This 
activity, however, should be preceded by preliminary works and fol-
lowed by relevant processing of the obtained results [30]. All the activi-
ties that may accompany network system reliability assessment have 
been systematised in the framework of the network assessment and 
modernisation method developed. Its scheme is presented in figure 1.

The immediate goal of a network system analysis may be the 
specification of the indices characterising its reliability, but this should 
merely support more complex activities of more significant impact. 
These include, in particular, scheduling of preventive maintenance of 
the network and preparation of network modernisation (especially by 
modification of its reliability structure). 

Preventive maintenance scheduling is outside the scope of the 
method proposed, however, it does point out that modernisation 
projects should be preceded by thorough evaluation of the network 
system reliability. 

As shown in figure 1, reliability assessment requires preliminary 
steps and precisely formulated requirements as to the correct opera-
tion of the network system analysed together with data on its opera-

Formulate the aim of analysis.1. 
Model the network in question as a 2. 
system of nodes and links. 
Name individual nodes and links. 3. 
Specify the function of the network 4. 
and criterion of its availability. 
Verify network reliability data. 5. 
Is the quality of network reliability 6. 
data sufficient? 
Process data on individual nodes and 7. 
links. 
Evaluate network reliability according 8. 
to criterion (cf. 4), using mathematical 
models. 
Is network reliability evaluation the 9. 
sole aim of the analysis (cf. 1)? 
Identify the “weak links” of the net-10. 
work. 
Develop network modernisation vari-11. 
ant. 
Adopt expected reliability of network 12. 
new sections. 
Assess reliability 13. RP(t) of modernised 
network. 
Is 14. RP(t) ≥ RW(t)?
Check the entire solution. 15. 
Develop relevant technical documen-16. 
tation. 
Verify documentation accuracy. 17. 
Approve the entire solution and docu-18. 
mentation. 
Plan and perform relevant operational 19. 
tests or use data equivalent sources. 
Process analysis results. 20. 
Verify analysis accuracy. 21. 
Save analysis results. 22. 
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and operator, who must also take into account factors related to the 
economy of use. 

From among the quality and economy criteria in urban transport 
those of strategic importance include the infrastructure of connections 
network and vehicles performing the transportation services. The 
most significant criteria include [1, 3, 16, 22]: 

route availability resulting from the number and distribution of  –
stops, 
spatial and functional integration with other public transport  –
means (national, regional and local, Park and Ride, Bike and 
Ride, etc.), 
direct connections and functional flexibility understood as the  –
possibility of choice of an alternative connection,
functional reliability whose criteria include: punctuality, regu- –
larity, probability of reaching the end point of route.

The transport network structure determines the possibility of con-
nections between nodes, which in turn affect directly the transporta-
tion potential of the entire system and the formation of users’ opinions 
of the quality of the transport system. The term of node in a trans-
port network structure denotes the location of tracks intersections and 
junctions and stops enabling changing to another means of transport, 
as well as the start and end stops. Rationally arranged infrastructure 
in the form of effective location of strategic transport nodes offers 
the possibility to optimise the connections network and the resulting 
high reliability of the system. What is important for the effectiveness 
and quality of the entire system is also the high reliability of transport 
nodes and sections, with particular attention to nodes of strategic sig-
nificance.

The transport connections structure of an agglomeration can be 
presented as a graph that shows the functional relations between the 
components of the system, and analysed in the reliability framework. 
It can be interpreted as a connections network in urban rail transport 
between the infrastructure nodes. The transportation process is per-
formed between the initial nodes (depots) and end nodes (tram re-
versing loops). The other components are the system nodes as partial 
execution of tasks (tram stops), while the lines are the rail infrastruc-
ture between nodes. In such interpretation the availability or unavail-
ability of a section account for the transport service execution by one 
or more lines or failure to execute the service by the subordinate (any 
of them) line from beginning to end. It was assumed that the system 
availability corresponds to the execution of the service by all lines, 
while unavailability is interpreted as lack of execution of service even 
by one line [10, 16].

The application of factorisation algorithm in the network struc-
tural analysis for the assessment of reliability of connections in urban 
public transport is proposed. 

The factorisation method is based on the following assumptions 
[4, 21, 25, 32]:

- analysed network is represented by undirected graph G=(V, E), 
in which V={v1, v2,…, vn} represents set of vertices (nodes in network) 
and E={e1, e2,…, em} represents set of edges (links in network)

- all links ei in the network can fail statistically independently of 
each other with known probability

- the measure of network reliability is the probability that all nodes 
from specified set K are connected and: 2 ≤  |K| ≤  |V|

- specified set  – K of nodes determines the measure of network 
reliability (K – terminal reliability network)
- the reduction process is based on a well-known principle of  –
contracting and deleting of links which is recursively applied 

for all edges ie  graph G, which can be rewritten as:

 R R G R R G e R R G es K e K i e K ii i
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where:
ei – i-th link in a network represents by graph G
Rei – probability that link ei is in an operating state
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as the effect of reduction process one can obtain the formula  –
which represents analytical form of reliability structure and 
enables for computation the specified measure of network reli-
ability.

The factorisation method makes it possible to calculate the reli-
ability of network systems, which is not possible with the use of clas-
sical methods of reliability evaluation. The effect of these calculations 
is, of course, obtaining typical reliability characteristics of the entire 
system, however the path leading to their determination is not within 
the standard procedure for the classical approach to estimating the 
reliability of technical objects.

Urban transport systems can be mapped as network structures for 
which many inputs z and outputs wk should be distinguished, while 
in the graph representation we have to do with graphs or networks as 
shown in figure 1. As the availability condition of such a graph the ex-
istence of a connection from each initial node (input)) z∈Z to any 
final node (output) w∈Wk, is generally adopted. It is also assumed that 
some nodes of the graph may be both input nodes and out nodes (i.e. 
Z∩Wk≠∅). For the case discussed in the paper it was assumed that 
the service is executed when from node z1vehicles reach the predeter-
mined nodes from wk1 to wk4, and, similarly, from z2 to corresponding 
from wk2 to wk6. 

For the needs of research and to present the calculation possi-
bilities a model of network connections structure in the form of an 
undirected graph is proposed, as shown in figure 2. For the analysis, 
estimated values of reliability indices of the connections of this struc-
ture, on condition of nodes availability, have been adopted.

The values of these reliability characteristics reflect the effects 
of all kinds of external influences on the system considered. External 
factors may be random or may be controlled by system operators. The 
estimation of the values of the characteristics is statistical and is the 
result of observation of the actual operating systems. Therefore, the 
article does not systematise the difficulties occurring within the trans-
port network in the urban area, treating the obtained characteristics as 
a comprehensive representation of all external interactions.

Next, modifications in the structure were introduced by increas-
ing the number of connections between the nodes, marked with dot-
ted lines. The scheme of the structure with modifications is shown in 
figure 3.

For the modified structure, calculations were done again and the 
resulting changes in the network reliability were identified. In the 
analysis it was assumed that the network reliability measure, resulting 
from the factorisation algorithm, is the probability of the existence of a 
connection between a selected depot (Z1 or Z2) and all the end points 
of routes starting from the given depot. For depot Z1 the end points 
are WK1-WK4, and for depot Z2 the end points are WK2-WK6). In 
other words, it is the probability of executing all the scheduled trips 
from the given depot (reaching the destination point). 

Figure 4 presents the network reliability measures discussed 
above, calculated for a standard network (Fig. 2) and modified one 
(Fig. 3), at various reliability values of connections between nodes: 
R=0,998; R=0,95; R=0,92 and R=0,72. To carry out calculations a 
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computer program was used, written in C language, which per-
forms calculations in accordance with the presented procedure 
of the factorisation algorithm. 

As can be noticed, only at high reliability of connections 
between nodes (R=0,998) the introduced modifications do not 
change significantly the network reliability (relative change for 
Z1 is 0,8% and for Z2 is also 0,8%). In the other cases, the 
lower the reliability of the connections the larger the change of 
network reliability resulting from modification. In the extreme 
case (R=0,72) the relative changes are, respectively, for Z1 
65,2% and for Z2 69,8%.

Additionally, an analysis of the reliability of a network with 
failed nodes was performed. Node failure is treated as a failure 
of all the connections associated with the given node.

Consequently, the so-called critical nodes can be distin-
guished, i.e. nodes whose failure results in the lack of possibility 
of performing at least one of the scheduled trips from the given 
depot to end points of routes. In the case of a standard network 
(Fig. 2) these nodes are W4, W8, W9, W6, W7 and W11. In the 
case of a modified network (Fig. 3) the number of critical nodes 
is significantly reduced, and they are only W8 and W6.

Taking into account the failures of selected nodes (W4, W2, 
W10), which apart from W4 in the analysed network are not 
critical nodes, for a standard network the results obtained are 
shown as histograms (Figs 5 and 6). 

The limit values in the form of relative percentage are:
for Z1 failure of node W4 reduces the reliability by 100% in all  –
cases (it is a critical node),

for Z2 failure of node W4 reduces the reliability in extreme  –
cases by ≈0% for R=0,998 and by 7,7% for R=0,72,
for Z1 failure of node W2 reduces the reliability in extreme  –
cases by 0,8% for R=0,998 and by 61,9% for R=0,72,

Fig. 2. Scheme of urban transport network structure Fig. 3. Scheme of urban transport network structure modified

Fig. 4. Network reliability for trips from depots Z1 and Z2

Fig. 5. Effect of nodes damage on network reliability for trips from depot Z1
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for Z2 failure of node W2 reduces the reliability in extreme  –
cases by 0,2% for R=0,998 and by 30,7% for R=0,72,
for Z1 failure of node W10 does not reduce reliability, –
for Z2 failure of node W10 reduces the reliability in extreme  –
cases by 0,2% for R=0,998 and by 25,5% for R=0,72.

In an analogous way, the results for a modified network are (Figs 
4 and 5):

for Z1 failure of node W4 reduces the reliability in extreme  –
cases by 0,4% for R=0,998 and by 38,9% for R=0,72,
for Z2 failure of node W4 reduces the reliability in extreme  –
cases by ≈0% for R=0,998 and by 3,7% for R=0,72,
for Z1 failure of node W2 reduces the reliability in extreme  –
cases by 0,4% for R=0,998 and by 51,6% for R=0,72,
for Z2 failure of node W2 reduces the reliability in extreme  –
cases by ≈0% for R=0,998 and by 14,5% for R=0,72, 
for Z1 failure of node W10 reduces the reliability in extreme  –
cases by 0,2% for R=0,998 and by 16,8% for R=0,72,
for Z2 failure of node W10 reduces the reliability in extreme  –
cases by 0,4% for R=0,998 and by 51,5% for R=0,72.

5. Conclusions

The assessment of network systems reliability requires the use of 
specialised calculation methods which are not covered by the classic 
theory of reliability.

These methods include the factorisation algorithm which is useful 
in fast assessment of changes of reserving effectiveness according to 

the number and location of power supply points, in the selection 
of an optimum number of power sources and their location so 
as to ensure the high reliability of power supply of the analysed 
part of the networks, in the design of network taking into ac-
count the reliability and cost effectiveness of reserving. Its ap-
plication enables the monitoring of network reliability changes 
when the structure is modified (by e.g. extending the connec-
tions), which will be practically useful for the designers of new 
networks as well as in modernisation and development projects 
of the existing networks. The factorisation algorithm used in the 
above analysis enables specification of reliability of networks 
of any configuration.

Instead of the classic reliability indices and characteristics 
the application of failure stream parameter in reliability assess-

ment, which not only does not reduce the possibility of modernisation 
of the examined systems, on the contrary, it extends the utilitarian 
character of reliability analyses performed.

Multiple and fast repetitions of calculations for different variants 
of network modification require the algorithm to be saved as a com-
puter program.

Network reliability assessment extended by an analysis of econ-
omy and operation related risk analysis can be useful for transport 
network designers, in modernisation and development projects of the 
existing networks.

The article presents reliability evaluation of the selected parts of 
a transportation network, assuming that the possibility of completing 
journeys between selected network nodes is an important criterion for 
users (passengers) of public transport. The possibilities of occurrence 
of failures between connections in network nodes are observed in real 
operating conditions and constitute a serious impediment to the func-
tioning of public transport. For this reason, the presented reliability 
analysis should be useful for urban transport companies in the plan-
ning and development of transportation systems.

The factorisation method is presented in the literature presented 
below and it was not characterised in a detailed way, presenting only 
the results of calculations because it would cause a significant in-
crease in the volume of the article, which aims to present the meth-
odology for estimating the reliability of network systems, and not the 
factorization method.

Fig. 6. Effect of nodes damage on network reliability for trips from depot Z2
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